
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The pivotal changes created by the COVID-19 pandemic and how that has
reshaped the category

•• How the market is responding to rising inflation and cost-of-living
concerns

•• Consumers’ use of home hair color products
•• Consumers’ attitudes and behaviors toward hair color

The disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic has given way to new
opportunities and challenges for the home hair color market. The post-
pandemic era has been characterized by socioeconomic and related cost-
of-living issues, global conflicts and a renewed spotlight on the consequences
of climate change. In large, the pandemic had a positive impact on home hair
color category, with reduced access to hair salons during lockdowns leading
to rising demand and renewed interest. This was reinforced by a drive to
educate consumers about product use, while stressing the convenience and
efficacy of home hair color products, which all served to boost awareness and
engagement. Right now the issue some consumers are facing is the growing
expense of salon/professional hair coloring is coinciding with diminishing
spending power. This is pushing those feeling the financial squeeze to explore
less-expensive hair coloring options that can be carried out easily at home,
underlined by data showing that 43% of home hair color consumers say they
are coloring their at home to save money (see Databook). On the flip side,
there is still a significant number of consumers who are not worried about their
spending power and consequently will have different spending criteria that
does not revolve around budget.
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“The COVID-19 pandemic was
a turning point for the home
hair color category, with
lockdowns not only forcing
many consumers to embrace
DIY hair coloring solutions out
of necessity but also
prompting interest to explore
more adventurous looks at
home, just for fun.”
– Simon Pitman, Senior
Global Analyst, BPC
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Table of Contents

• What you need to know
• This Report looks at the following areas:
• Definition
• Market context

• Top takeaways
• Market overview

Figure 1: Total US retail sales and forecast of home hair color,
at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 2: Total US retail sales and forecast of home hair color,
at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 3: Category outlook, 2022-27

• Opportunities and challenges
• Help consumers to maintain colored hair between

treatments
• Answer demands for bold color with choice with different

formats
• Be aware of demand for both gray enhancing and gray

prevention solutions
• Target key areas of opportunity for expanded claims
• Enhance engagement with ethical claims, particularly

sustainability
• Offer products that stress convenience and remove guess

work
• Explore enhanced value for mass market offerings
• Think beyond scalp hair
• Key consumer insights
• Focus on growth opportunities for both male and unisex

offerings
• Cultivate more ways to educate and support consumers
• Tap into tech to make the application process easier and

more precise
• Online DTC players set for continued growth

• Focus on convenience and functionality for growth
opportunities
Figure 4: Total US retail sales and forecast of home hair color,
at current prices, 2017-27
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Figure 5: Total US retail sales and forecast of home hair color,
at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 6: Total US retail sales and forecast of women’s home
hair color, at current prices, 2017-27

• Women’s hair color continues with highest sales, but all
show growth
Figure 7: Total US retail sales and forecast of home hair color,
by segment, at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 8: Total US retail sales of home hair color, by segment,
at current prices, 2020 and 2022

• Supermarkets continue to be the dominant retail channel
Figure 9: Total US retail sales of home hair color, by channel,
2017-22

• The dawn of the “recession brunette”
Figure 10: TikTok featuring “recession brunette”

• Convince consumers that home hair color can match
professional results
Figure 11: TikTok featuring “recession brunette”

• Social media remains key to engagement but increasingly
requires a cautious approach

• Sales of home hair color by company
Figure 12: Multi-outlet sales of home hair color products, by
leading companies, rolling 52 weeks 2021 and 2022

• Company/brand sales by segment
Figure 13: Multi-outlet sales of women's hair coloring
products, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks
2021 and 2022
Figure 14: Multi-outlet sales of men's hair coloring products,
by leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2021 and
2022
Figure 15: Multi-outlet sales of unisex hair coloring products,
by leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2021 and
2022

• Answer consumer demands for something truly new
Figure 16: Good Dye Young Dyeposit semi-transparent color

• Hally

SEGMENT PERFORMANCE

MARKET FACTORS

MARKET SHARE/KEY PLAYERS

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
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Figure 17: Hally Gamer Girl hair color
• Leverage tech to make the hair coloring process easier

Figure 18: L’Oréal Colorsonic technology
Figure 19: Just For Men Perfect X Combe, powered by AI
technology

• Expand the choice for quick and easy solutions
Figure 20: Madison Reed Root Protection Kit
Figure 21: Hally Shade Stix

• Help budget conscious consumers extend the life of hair
color treatments
Figure 22: Splat Pastel Toners

• Tap into haircare “skinification” with scalp claims
Figure 23: L’Oréal’s Men Expert One Twist Permanent Hair
Color
Figure 24: Phytocolor Hair Dye range

• Ease, convenience and efficacy remain key
• Innovations to make color last and stretch budgets
• Using technology to improve coloring outcomes
• Men are getting more adventurous but want convenience
• Keep an eye on the DTC channel for inspiration
• Social media engagement remains crucial but needs to be

strategic
• Ethical concerns are back on the radar

• Over half of US adults color their hair; majority are women
Figure 25: Use of home hair color products, by gender and
age, 2023

• Gen Z, older Millennials most likely to color hair at home
Figure 26: Use of home hair color products, by generation,
2023

• Consumers are happy with their at-home results, trying to
save money
Figure 27: Reasons to color hair at home, 2023

• Younger Millennials less concerned with saving money
Figure 28: Saving money by coloring hair at home, by
generation, 2023

• Convenience is a top reason for older consumers
Figure 29: Convenience of coloring hair at home, by age and
gender, 2023

THE HOME HAIR COLOR CONSUMER – FAST FACTS

USE OF HOME HAIR COLOR

REASONS TO COLOR HAIR AT HOME
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• Consumers are concerned about skill, results
Figure 30: Reasons to avoid coloring hair at home, 2023

• Position lower stakes products as introduction to at-home
hair color
Figure 31: Instagram post from Kristin Ess, January 2021

• Permanent, semi-permanent hair dyes are most popular
Figure 32: Home hair color product use, 2023

• Consumers want to prolong their results
Figure 33: Prolonging hair color results, 2023

• Lean into consumer desire to be unique
Figure 34: Hair color as self-expression, 2023

• There is still an even divide over covering grays
Figure 35: Opinions on gray hair, 2023

• Consumers coloring more often, but over half intend to stop
Figure 36: Frequency of hair coloring, 2023

• At-home color brands need to educate consumers on
potential hair/scalp damage
Figure 37: Concerns about damage/irritation, 2023

• Most purchase the same product over and over
Figure 38: Purchasing home hair color, 2023

• Gen X know what they want while Gen Z are looking for
variety
Figure 39: Purchasing home hair color, by generation, 2023

• Mass merchandisers, drugstores are most shopped
Figure 40: Retailers shopped, 2023

• 25-34s and younger still interested in online dye purchasing
Figure 41: Retailers shopped, by age, 2023

• Higher income households show interest in “natural” at-
home color
Figure 42: Retailers shopped, by household income, 2023

• DIYers are interested in custom, salon-like treatments
Figure 43: Usage of and interest in hair color services and
tools, 2023

REASONS TO AVOID HOME HAIR COLOR

HOME HAIR COLOR PRODUCT USE

ATTITUDES TOWARD HOME HAIR COLOR

PURCHASING HOME HAIR COLOR PRODUCTS

RETAILERS SHOPPED

INTEREST IN HOME HAIR COLOR INNOVATION
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• Younger consumers interested in adding products to their
current routine
Figure 44: Usage of and interest in hair color drops, by age,
2023

• The ‘skinification’ of beauty products continues into hair
color
Figure 45: Usage of and interest in specific hair color
products, 2023

• Interest in covering and/or enhancing gray hair
Figure 46: Usage of and interest in products for coloring or
enhancing gray hair, 2023

• Younger consumers are looking for vegan and eco-friendly
products
Figure 47: Usage of and interest in eco-friendly products, by
generation, 2023
Figure 48: Usage of and interest in products for vegan color
products, by generation, 2023

• Data sources
• Sales data
• Forecast
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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